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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we show that for the Individual Ergodic Theorem along 
subsequences, a sequence may be “good universal” in Lp (1 <p < co), but 
“bad universal” in Ly for 1 < q <p; hence the weak maximal inequality may 
hold in Lp but fail in Ly for 1 < q <p. 
In what follows we consider adjacent intervals of the harmonic series 
J, = interval of length i 
n 
1 
I 
- JI --- J?-/ - J, - 
and we set 
pn = left end-point of J,, reduced (mod 1). 
We also fix an irrational l3 E (0, 1) and let TX = x + 8 (mod 1). 
The author is indebted to Professor S. Kakutani for valuable comments 
and criticism. 
Consider a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers 
u: MI < l.42, . ..) <u, < u,+ *, . ..) -CM,*, <u,+ ,, . . . 
and partition it into an infinite sequence of blocks B,, B,, . . . . Bk, . 
MI, . . . . u u m, m + I, . . . . u,, u, + 1, . . . . up. . . . . 
-em 
4 B2 BI 
We define a “perturbation” of the sequence u by adding a finite set of 
integers D,, in the gap between B, and Bk+ I . The new, perturbed, 
sequence v can be written schematically as 
v:B,,D,,...,Bk,Dk,Bk+,,Dk+,r . . . . 
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We use the following notation: 
lB,l = 4; B;= (j Bj,JB;J=II+ ... +I, 
j=l 
IDA = 4; 0; = fi Dj, ID;/ =d, + -‘- +dk. 
J=I 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u is a “good universal sequence” in Lp 
(1 <p < co). Suppose also that 
. 
Then the pertubed sequence v is also “good universal” in Lp. 
Proof: For a finite set SC N and f E Lp let 
Then A,: Lp + Lp is a contraction: 
IlAsll d 1. 
Let 
(*I 
(1) 
A,=B,*uD,*=B,*ADf. 
by Emerson’s theorem [2, Proposition 31 if f e Lp 
+j&f(Tux)-j& 
k* uz f(T”x) -*O as k-+m a.s., 
; 
i.e., 
IAd,(f )(x) - A,;(f )(x)1 + 0 as k + co a.s. (2) 
This does not mean however that we have convergence on the intermediate 
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blocks, i.e., that v is a “good universal sequence” in Lp. For this we need a 
separate argument: We need to consider 
AL!!. = Ak _, u {the set consisting of the first 
j integers in Bk}, ldjQI, 
U,. j = Bjf- 1 u (the set consisting of the first 
j integers in Bk}, 1 6j<ll,; 
also we need to consider 
Ait: = A, _, u Bk u {the set consisting of the first 
j integers in Dk}, l< j<d,. 
Note that 
Ak2j, =Ak. , k 
Case 1. The case of Aj$, 1 B j < I,. Compare the averages over AL!!. and 
over Uk,j, for 1 d j</,. We have 
By hypothesis, 
IBk*= I,+ ... +&-I 
IAkel) (I,+ ... +Zk-,)+(d,+ ... +dk-,) 
-1 as k-cc 
and 
A B;_,(f)tx) +f*b) a.s. 
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Using also (2), it follows that 
1% ‘I 
A.,-,(f)- ,Ak- *I A,;-, + 0 a.s. as k+cc 
and thus 
(Z)k,j + 0 a.s. as k --f CO, independently of j. 
Now 
(II), j = 
Note that 
p&/=(/,+ '.' +lkpl)+(dl+ ". +dkel)+j 
I uk, jl (11 + *'- +I,-')+j 
d'+ "' +dk-' 
=l+(f,+ .-. $Zk-*)+j 
and 
d,+ ... +d,-,+O 
’ 1, + .” +lk-, 
as k+co. 
Thus 
IA!‘;1 
Ep as k + co, independently of j, 
hence also 
as k + co, independently of j. 
Since u is a good universal sequence 
~uk,,(fK4 +f*b-1 a.s. as k + 00, independently of j. 
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We conclude that 
(II),, j -+ 0 as. as k + co, independently of j, 
and hence Case 1 is solved. 
Case 2: The case of AJ;Lj, 1 < j < d,. Compare the averages over AL!) and 
A,. Set 
f/J-Y) = sup IAdJ,2U)(X) - A&(f)(X)l. 
l<t<& 
Now evaluate, for some fixed 1~ j f d,, 
Now 
<(l, + 
dk 
a.. +l,)+(d,+ ... +dk-,+j) 
A.,(lfl) 
Also 
Let 
d,+ ... +d, 
ak= I, + . . . + 1,. 
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and hence 
Now for ,I > 0, 
and by Chebychev, 
Therefore 
and since Ckm_, a[ < co, we conclude 
lim fk(x) = 0 a.s., 
k-0 
and hence Case 2 is also settled. This finishes the proof. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a sequence which is “good universal” in Lp 
(1 <p < co), but “bad universal” for every 1 < q <p, in Lq. 
Proof: We construct a “block sequence,” i.e., a sequence in which the 
kth block 
Bk={nk,nk+l,...,nk+lk-l}, l&l = lk 
consists of 1, consecutive integers, and in the gap between B, and Bk+ , we 
add the finite set of integers D,, JD,j = d,. We do this by induction, as 
follows. 
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We set 
n, = 1, 1, = 1 so B,=(l) D1= (2}. 
Assume n,, . . . . flk- , , I,, . . . . 1,-r, d,, D,, . . . . dk _ r, D,- , constructed. 
Choose 
I. nA- to the right of Dk-I, 
2a. l,>nn,-,, 
b. f,>kfk-,(>,lk-, for k>,2), 
and hence also 
c. I, + I, + . ..+I.-,d(k-l)lk--lklk_,~lk, 
d. I, B k in particular, 
3. dk = [l,. l/(k log2 k)l’P] (for k> 2). 
4. Define Dk to consist of exactly dk integers U, to the right of the 
block B,, satisfying 
a. T”(p,) = pk + ~0 E [O, l/k], 
and hence also 
b. Y(Jk) c [0,2/k] for each u E D,. 
With the above choice, note that by [l, Corollary 3.33, the “block 
sequence” 
5. B,, B2, . . . . B,, B,, , , . . . is “good universal.” 
Also with the above choice, we have 
LEMMA. 
(II) dk 
1 
(II + ... +,k)+ (d, + ... +dk)‘(2/k)“q(logz k)“Y+ O” 
if 1 ,< q -e p, 
Proof. (I) Choose a E N so that 
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then for j> a, d, < !+ let d, + . . . + d, = C. Then by (2c), (2d), (3), 
d, + ... -t d, + . . . + dk 
1, + . . . + 1, + . ‘. + lk 
< 
d,+ ... 
4 
+d,+&+, + ... +dk-2 dk-, dk 
4 + lk-l+‘7;; 
C+l 
=-+ (k-I)lo~‘(k-I))“p+(&)i’p~ k ( 
Each one of these sequences belongs to I,, and so (I) is proved. 
(II) By the same argument as in (I), 
I, + . ’ . + l,, - 1 + 1, < lk + I, = 21k 
d, + ... +d,+ ... +dkpl+dk<C+lk+lk. 
So for k large 
(1, + . . . + lk) + (d, + . . . + dk) ,< 51,, 
and hence the expression in (II) is larger than 
dk 2 ~ I/4k l/4 = M l,, . l/(k log* k)“” - ak kllq 
sr,. (log* k)l’q 4 . (log2 k)liY 
klk I/P 
6, 
k’h? 
= M (log2 k)‘/P + l/Y -x ’ (log* k)‘/4 
(here of course 0 < 6, < 1). Since l/q - l/p > 0, 
(log2 k)l/P+ I/Y + + O”; 
O&. 
,,@I 
1, (log2 k)llq 
1 kl/q 
56 (log2 k)l’q 
+O as k-co. 
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By (5), part (I) of the lemma, and Theorem 1, the new sequence 
B,, D,, B,, Dz, . . . . Bk, D,tcr .,. 
is “good universal” in Lp. Let now 1 < q < co and let 
1 
-Mx) = (x log2 (x/2))Q 
for XE(O, 1). 
Thenf,EL,. Fix O<x,,<l and choose k such that x,EJ~=[JJ~,P~+,]; 
by (4b), for each u E D,, 
so that 
1 
fq(T”xo)’ (2/k)% (log2 k)l/4 for each ME Dk. 
For this particular k, with the old notation A, = B, u D, u . . u B, u D, 
we have 
Ix uEfJk.fq(~UxO) 
Q,+ ... +l/J+(d,+ ... + dk) 
4 1 
‘(I,+ ... +I,)+(d,+ . . . + dk) ’ (2/k)“Y (log2 k)“q’ 
and the right-hand side tends to + cc by part (II) of the lemma. Since 
there are infinitely many k’s such that x0 E Jk, we conclude that 
1iF sup Adk(fy)(xO) = + cc. 
This finishes the proof. 
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